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Auto Market Intelligence (AMI) is Sophus3’s quarterly journal of ideas and analysis aimed at e-business professionals 

working in, or supporting, the automotive sector. 

Automotive Market intelligence

AMI: Eight publications a year:

1. Quarterly Overview

• Tracks car brands’ digital, campaign and 

• market performance

• Generates KPI’s of brand performance

• Delivers benchmarked view of brand 

performance for each of the Big 5 

markets



Auto Market Intelligence (AMI) is Sophus3’s quarterly journal of ideas and analysis aimed at e-business professionals 

working in, or supporting, the automotive sector. 

Automotive Market intelligence

AMI: Eight publications a year:

2. White Papers

• Review of developments and concepts 

that are driving car brands’ digital 

strategy

• Discuss objectives and success 

parameters for these activities

• Interviews with ‘key players’

• Focus on best practice and 

measurement of success



2016 the year
in numbers

Overview of Car Brand performance in 

the Big 5 Markets

• Web

• Social media

• Campaign

• Sales and registrations

• High level KPIs



Car brand websites 2016
Visits and evolution



Car brand websites 2016
Attrition : Page views, visit duration and ‘the funnel’



Car brand websites 2016
Shift to mobile accelerates



Car brand websites 2016
When they visit



Car brands in social media 2016



Car brand campaigns 2016
More of the same



Car brand campaigns 2016

‘Volkswagen et Moi’ - France

https://youtu.be/prCrurp8Irg

‘Nuevo Peugeot 2008’ Spain 

https://youtu.be/o2y2CHzoGGs

‘FRESH: New Fiat 500’ UK 

https://youtu.be/zHBgmNKNm3Y

‘Uscite a divertirvi con BMW xDrive’ Italy 

https://youtu.be/d_l8UcN6tGE

https://youtu.be/prCrurp8Irg
https://youtu.be/o2y2CHzoGGs
https://youtu.be/zHBgmNKNm3Y
https://youtu.be/d_l8UcN6tGE


Car market 2016
Growth by market and evolution



Car market 2016
‘Movers and shakers’



Car market 2016
Models, segment & fuel types



Key Performance Indicators 2016
‘Big 5’



Key Performance Indicators 2016
How the individual markets compare



The year ahead 
2017: the future 
is [almost] upon 

us

A year of  disruption

• Economic and political factors leading to 

immediate uncertainties

• Dangers of an overheated car market

• The approaching wave of major 

disruption

• Constituents for a response to that  

disruption



2017: Volatility on every front
Short term threats from political and economic uncertainty

Brexit

• Sterling devaluation will make cars and consumer goods more expensive in the UK and reduce demand

• Formal negotiations from March could cause further currency wobbles and uncertainty

• Dutch, French and German elections during 2017 might further undermine EU and Economic stability

• EU car market forecasts for 2017 are cautious, predicting +1% growth; the UK is predicted to fall 7% (IHS)

“In summary the current tide of populist and nationalist 

sentiment, which shows little sign of abating, threatens a 

fractured state of political and economic disorder completely 

at odds with the core needs of a globalised industry such as 

automotive manufacture.”

US ‘regime change’

• Protectionism will reduce access to major export market for European auto makers

• But threat to North American industry: disruption of manufacturing, reciprocal protectionism, risk of product 
irrelevancy if EPA standards revoked.

• US isolationism threatens tectonic shifts in world order : Ukraine the chief flashpoint for Europe to watch



2017: Is the car market overheated?
Cheap vehicle finance creates short-term risk

PCP popularity

• UK has led personal contract plans (PCPs) to finance car purchase

• 2016 the UK bought more cars per head than any EU market

• 9 out of 10 of cars bought privately are through PCPs.

• Attraction to industry is consumer ‘Lock in’ – 50% renew a PCP with the same brand

Two attendant risks

• British households borrowed £31.6bn in 2016 for car purchase. 

• In the US outstanding car loans total $1.1tn

• Adds to household debt which now exceeds level of pre-2008 crash.

• Risk 1: “Mountain of subprime car debt”

• Risk 2: Economic downturn could see cars returned with a gap between the value predicted (when calculating the 
finance) and their real world value. Car brands themselves have to cover that gap.



The dangers of distraction
Short term firefighting damages preparation for longer term disruption

“I believe the auto industry will change 
more in the next five to 10 years than 
it has in the last 50”

Mary T. Barra

Chairman and Chief 

Executive Officer, 

General Motors 

Company



Future disruptions
Much has been written about the car industry’s future trajectory, often in apocalyptic tones.

The sources of disruption are:

1. New technologies are changing the way cars will 

be used and made: digital connectivity, 

autonomous systems, alternative powertrains

2. New market entrants – tech giants, ‘new wave’ 

manufacturers, and new service providers

3. Combination of 1 & 2 is enabling and imposing 

new business models including car sharing and 

ride hailing.



The existential threat to automotive OEMS
The new models of an emerging ‘mobility industry’ pose clear dangers

• Pay-to-go models like car sharing greatly reduce 

the overall number of vehicles required to meet a 

population’s mobility needs

• Autonomous technology would increase 

utilisation of the vehicle ‘fleet’, decreasing 

demand further.

• The vehicles produced may be reduced in status, 

and value, to a ‘mobility pod’. 

• OEMs risk becoming bit players in a reconfigured 

industry where new service providers have the 

customer and make the money. 



The future is upon us
Disruption is no longer in the distant future, it is relatively imminent, in some areas well 
advanced

• Connected systems that allow the collection of 

vehicle and driver behaviour data are becoming 

common-place in current generation vehicles. 

• Semi-autonomous features – whether BMW’s 

remote parking or Tesla’s autopilot system – are 

already on our roads. 

• Uber has expanded operations to 81 countries, 

provides 40 million rides a month and is currently 

valued at +$60bn: twice the worth of Toyota, the 

highest valued automotive OEM. 



Industry reaction
Car industry is moving aggressively into new areas of business and technology

Recent actions

• Brands are launching their own car sharing schemes

• Buying into ride hailing: Volkswagen (Gett), General Motors (Lyft) and 

Toyota (Uber). 

• Developing self-driving cars and acquiring relevant tech.

Brands are working collaboratively to protect critical terrain within the future 

mobility landscape.

• BMW, Daimler and Volkswagen acquired digital mapping company 

HERE: vital to autonomous services. 

• Ford, Toyota, Mazda and PSA are establishing an open source standard 

for smart phone connections and apps to resist Google’s and Apple’s 

efforts to control vehicle connectivity.

OEMs are aware of their shortcomings and the need to emulate the agility of 

tech start-ups 

• Ford recently took a $1bn stake in AI company Argo but remains at arm’s 

length



The need for a roadmap
How practically to transform from car manufacturer into ‘mobility solution provider’?

• Car brands (some) grasp ‘the big picture’ but nearly all remain 

99% reliant on selling cars and a narrow set of associated 

financial services

• How do we get from where we are now – focused on building and 

selling ever more cars – to a future where the individual journey 

rather than ‘the car’ is fast becoming the consumer’s primary 

interest

• That future may be as little as five years away certainly less than 

10.



Constituents towards a roadmap – 1
The future mobility industry will be about frequent, repeated transactions – 99.9% of them 
digitally mediated.

• Step 1: Car brands must move from having ‘digital departments’ to thinking of 

themselves as digital companies.

• Step 2: ‘Click to Buy’ – selling cars on line is the first baby step of mastering direct 

transactions with consumers. The value is not just the additional sales but the 

organisational transformation it demands to win and fulfil online business

• Step 3: Disentangle ‘the offer’ from the product – PCPs are a starting point as they 

entail a monthly payment similar to a subscription based mobility service

• Step 4: Re-engineer ‘financial services’ so that transactions and finance agreements 

can be quickly executed and even enjoyable. Take the product genius approach and 

apply to the above?



Constituents towards a roadmap – 2
‘Mobile’, initially, will be a key component of future strategy

• Step 5: Make mobile and apps the business’s ‘shop counter’: this is currently the main 

platform for interaction with consumers (who think of mobility providers as ‘apps’) 

BUT…

• Step 6: Collaborate on app delivery: an aggregation platform is needed for brands’ 

services to compete with the likes of Uber (who wants to carry and check the apps of 

+30 car brands to meet a journey need?)

• Step 7: Prepare the messages to align new services, technologies and concepts with 

consumer needs. How to explain the pleasures of being driven and why the car is 

being turned outside in? 

• Step 8: Disentangle ‘brand’ from the product – or rethink their relationship

• Step 9: Rethink ‘leads’ – longer term ‘consensual’ relationships with customers will be 

required

• Step 10: Digital showrooms and pop-up type initiatives to engage with customers in a 

range of locations will become more relevant whilst current showroom layouts and 

locations less so



Conclusion
The disruption facing the automotive industry needs to be confronted and managed

• Preparing for changes that will begin to unfold towards the end of this decade is 

essential

• If OEMs can transform to compete in the emerging mobility services industry they can 

enjoy far greater returns than from vehicle manufacture alone

• Automotive manufacturers have strengths that position them strongly in advance

• a century’s experience of delivering and managing complexity globally

• Presence in a highly competitive market forces them to be innovative and 

reactive

• an existing customer base, brand recognition and loyalty

• But clear eyed, unsentimental thinking will be required

• New models of collaboration and strategic alliances will need constructed

• ‘Digital’ will be key in delivering future services and essential from the start in helping 

understand consumers’ changing needs and expectations



‘A postcard from the future’

24 Southwark Street, just 

south of the River Thames 

in London, is the location 

of the offices of Sophus3. 

From close to here in 

1380 the characters of 

Chaucer’s ‘Canterbury 

Tales’ embarked upon 

their pilgrimage. The 

current building was 

completed in 1867 as an 

exchange to trade hops 

for use in brewing. This is 

how we imagine the street 

might look in ten years 

time when the first 

generation of autonomous 

cars begins sharing the 

roads with conventional 

vehicles.


